
PARIS: The world economy will take a bigger hit
than previously forecast next year due to the effects
of Russia’s war in Ukraine, the OECD said Monday.
In a bleak report titled “paying the price of war”,
the Paris-based organization noted that the conflict
aggravated inflationary pressure when the cost of
living was already rising quickly.

“The world is paying a very heavy price for
Russia’s aggression against Ukraine,” OECD
Secretary-General Mathias Cormann said in a news
conference. “Households and firms are suffering as
costs rise and purchasing power is taking a hit,”
Cormann said.

Covid outbreaks are still having an impact on the
global economy while growth has also been affect-
ed by rising interest rates as central banks scramble
to cool red-hot prices, the OECD said. “A number of
indicators have taken a turn for the worse, and the
global growth outlook has darkened,” the
Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development said in the report. Global growth
stalled in the second quarter of this year and data in
many economies “now point to an extended period
of subdued growth”, the OECD said.

The organization slashed its 2023 growth fore-
cast for the global economy to 2.2 percent, down
from 2.8 percent in its previous estimate in June.
“The central scenario is not a global recession, but

risks have increased in the past few months,” said
the OECD’s interim chief economist Alvaro Pereira.

To highlight the impact of Russia’s invasion of
Ukraine, the OECD said global output in 2023 is
now projected to be $2.8 trillion lower than previ-
ously estimated before the conflict in December
2021. “This is the size of the French economy,”
Pereira said.

German recession 
The outlook for nearly all nations in the Group of

20 top economies was cut, except for Turkey,
Indonesia and Britain, though the latter is forecast
to have zero growth. Growth in the United States-
the world’s biggest economy-is forecast to slow to
0.5 percent in 2023.

The growth forecast for China, whose economy
has been hit by strict COVID lockdowns, was cut
sharply for this year to 3.2 percent while it was
slightly lower to 4.7 percent for 2023. Germany is
now expected to go into recession next year with
Europe’s biggest economy now seen shrinking by
0.7 percent-a 2.4-percentage-point drop from the
previous forecast. The country’s economy has been
hit the hardest in Europe as it has relied heavily on
Russian supplies of natural gas, which Moscow has
cut significantly in suspected retaliation to Western
sanctions. The eurozone as a whole will post mea-

ger growth of 0.3 percent, a sharp downgrade from
1.6 percent. The OECD kept its 2022 global growth
forecast unchanged at three percent after previous-
ly lowering it.

‘Significant uncertainty’ 
The war has sent energy and food prices soaring

over concerns about supply as Russia is a major oil
and gas producer while Ukraine is a key exporter of
grains to countries across the world. Inflation had
already been on the rise before the conflict due to
bottlenecks in the global supply chain after coun-
tries emerged from COVID lockdowns.

“Inflationary pressures have become increasingly
broad-based, with higher energy, transportation
and other costs being passed through into prices,”
the OECD said. The OECD raised its inflation fore-
cast for the G20 to 8.2 percent for 2022 and 6.6
percent for next year.

Governments have announced emergency meas-
ures to help households and businesses cope with
the soaring cost of living. But the measures “have
been poorly targeted”, the OECD said.

Central banks, meanwhile, have ramped up inter-
est rates, a move necessary to tame inflation but
that can also push economies into recession. The
monetary tightening is a “key factor slowing global
growth”, the OECD said. The organization warned

that “significant uncertainty surrounds the projec-
tions” for the global economy. More severe fuel
shortages could shave off a further 1.25-percent-
age-points from Europe’s economy in 2023 and a
half-point for global growth. —AFP
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BRUSSELS: The world economy will take a bigger hit
than previously forecast next year due to the effects of
Russia’s war in Ukraine, OECD Secretary-General
Mathias Cormann said Monday. 

World economy to slow, ‘paying
the price of war’, warns OECD

Conflict aggravated inflationary pressure amid soaring cost of living

In a shift away from
China, Apple to make
iPhone 14 in India
MUMBAI: Apple will manufacture its new flagship
smartphone in India, the US tech giant said Monday,
as it seeks to diversify production away from a
dependence on China. The iPhone supply chain is
based mainly in China but the country’s zero-
COVID policies and tensions with the United States
have hurt production, analysts say.

“We’re excited to be manufacturing iPhone 14 in
India,” Apple said in a brief statement.

The California-based firm already makes older
iPhone models in India via Taiwanese manufacturers
such as Foxconn, which has a factory in the south-
ern state of Tamil Nadu. The latest announcement
comes just weeks after Apple launched new smart-
phones. The tech behemoth is commencing produc-
tion of the iPhone 14 in India much earlier than it did
for previous models, Canalys analyst Sanyam
Chaurasia said. “Over the last couple of years, it has
been increasingly diversifying its supply chain to
India,” Chaurasia told AFP.

About 7.5 million iPhones-around three percent
of Apple’s global production-were made in India
last year, the analyst added. “We expect that the
local production of iPhones could reach more than
11 million this year,” he said. Apple’s announcement
will be a boost to Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s
“Make in India” strategy under which he has urged
foreign businesses to manufacture goods in the
South Asian nation. Analysts estimate that Apple

will turn India into a global iPhone manufacturing
hub by 2025 as it slowly cuts its reliance on China,
where it has been producing the vast majority of its
devices for over a decade.

In a report earlier this month, JP Morgan ana-
lysts said Apple will move 5 percent of global
iPhone 14 production to India by late 2022 and
expand its manufacturing capacity in the country to
produce 25% of all iPhones by 2025.

India has attracted investments from Apple manu-
facturing partners Foxconn and Wistron in recent
years by offering lucrative subsidies as New Delhi
moves to make the country a manufacturing hub.
The presence of the foreign production giants, cou-
pled with “ample labor resources and competitive
labor costs,” make India a desirable location, JP
Morgan analysts said. “India’s iPhone supply chain
has historically supplied only legacy models.
Interestingly, Apple has requested that EMS vendors
manufacture iPhone 14/14 Plus models in India in
4Q22, within two to three months of the start of pro-
duction in Mainland China. The much shorter inter-
val implies the increasing importance of India pro-
duction and likely higher iPhone allocations to India
manufacturing in the future,” the report added.

“We believe Apple only produces iPhone 14/14
Plus models in India now due to the more complex
camera module alignment of the iPhone Pro series
(done by EMS vendors) and higher local market
demand for the iPhone 14 series (tax savings). We
expect the volume to start small in 4Q22 (~1M units
per month, or 5% of total iPhone volume).”

As Apple expands its local manufacturing capac-
ity in India, many will hope that it will make its
handsets affordable in the country. The base iPhone
14 model, which is priced at $799 in the US, costs
79,900 Indian rupees ($980). — Agencies

UK PM Truss 
under fire as 
pound sinks
LONDON: The government of new British
Prime Minister Liz Truss on Monday came under
pressure after the pound hit a record low against
the dollar following last week’s huge tax-cutting
budget. The main opposition Labour party lam-
basted Truss for the massive spending plans,
which some economists warn could further fuel
inflation.

Labour’s finance spokeswoman Rachel Reeves
described the situation as a “national emergency”
and likened Truss and her chancellor of the
exchequer Kwasi Kwarteng to “two desperate
gamblers in a casino chasing a losing run”. “The
message from financial markets was clear on
Friday and this morning that message is even
more stark: sterling is down. That means higher
prices, as the costs of imports rise,” she said.

“The cost of government borrowing is up. That
means that more taxpayers money will go into
paying the interest on our government debt. “And
in turn that means the cost of borrowing for
working people will now go up to with higher
mortgage repayments,” she told Labour’s annual
conference in Liverpool, northwest England.
Britain has been facing a cost-of-living crisis
with soaring energy prices coupled with inflation
and wage stagnation.

Pound sinks 
Kwarteng was appointed finance minister by

Truss earlier this month after she took office fol-
lowing a leadership battle to replace Boris
Johnson as head of the ruling Conservative party.

On Friday Kwarteng unveiled a multi-billion-
pound package to support households and busi-
nesses. He also slashed taxes, bringing forward a
plan to cut the lowest rate of income tax and
reducing the highest to 40 percent from 45 per-
cent to kickstart the economy. But investors were
spooked by the huge amount of borrowing likely
needed for the package, which critics said would
benefit the rich far more than the poorest hit by
the cost-of-living crisis.

The cost of the energy support measures
alone have been calculated at £60 billion ($65

billion) for only six months. But economists esti-
mate the whole tax package at between £100-
200 billion.

The pound on Monday struck an all-time low
at $1.0350 before regaining some ground to
stand at $1.0728 around 1115 GMT. The pound
had already suffered a series of 37-year lows
against the greenback this month on UK reces-
sion fears propelled by high inflation. 

‘Back to 1970s’ 
Economist Nouriel Roubini, known for his

pessimistic predictions and having anticipated
the subprime crisis, said on Twitter he believed
Britain was headed “back to the 1970s”.
“Stagflation and eventually the need to go and
beg for an IMF (International Monetary Fund)
bailout.... Truss and her cabinet are clueless,” he
said. The Bank of England (BoE), which on
Thursday raised its rate by 0.50 percentage
points to 2.25 percent, may need to meet urgently
to raise the rate again.

The markets now believe that the rate could
rise two percentage points by November, when
its next meeting is scheduled. Without interven-
tion this week, the pound could well fall below
parity to the dollar soon, warned Lee Hardman,
analyst at MUFG, Japan’s largest bank.

The tension between the Bank of England and
the Treasury was now “palpable”, added
Susannah Streeter, analyst at Hargreaves
Lansdown, with members of the Central Bank
wanting to limit inflation by weakening demand
and political leaders who want to boost it.

Sky News, citing unnamed sources, said the
Bank of England was due to issue a statement.

While inflation reached 9.9 percent in the UK-
the highest in the G7 — the central bank also
estimated that the country had entered recession
during the third quarter.

The pound is not the only currency in difficul-
ty against the dollar: since the beginning of the
year, the yen has lost 20 percent, while the euro
has fallen by 15 percent. During the pound’s pre-
vious historic low, in 1985, several large coun-
tries, including the United States, had signed the
Plaza agreement, which aimed to voluntarily
depreciate the greenback. “Are we getting closer
to a ‘Plaza moment’?” said John Velis, analyst at
BNY Mellon.

“The USD real exchange rate is currently as
high as it was at that time, but the spirit of cooper-
ation doesn’t yet seem to be present among the
major economies in the world now,” he said. —AFP

Macau casino stocks 
surge on mainland 
travel hopes
MACAU: Casino stocks soared in Macau on
Monday after authorities announced plans to grad-
ually welcome back tour groups from the Chinese
mainland, the demographic that makes up the vast
majority of punters. Macau is the only place in
China where casinos are legal and the former
Portuguese colony used to dwarf Las Vegas for the
scale of bets placed each month.

But China’s strict zero-COVID controls have laid
waste to the gaming sector, hammering the city’s
economy and its main source of revenue. Some
much-needed relief came on Sunday when city
leader Ho Iat-seng said Macau would start allowing

group tours from mainland provinces, as well as
easier e-visa rules for mainlanders, from November.

Gaming stocks surged the most in six months on
Monday morning, with a Bloomberg Intelligence
gauge of the city’s six licensed casino operators
showing overall gains of more than 10 percent.

Sands China led the pack, soaring more than 18
percent, SJM holdings rose more than 14 percent
while Wynn Macau was up 10 percent. Ho said tour
group rules would initially be eased for the neigh-
boring mainland province of Guangdong, followed
by other major population centers including
Shanghai, Zhejiang, Jiangsu and Fujian. Daily visita-
tion numbers, he added, could rise to 40,000, com-
pared with just 11,000 in August.

But Macau will not, for now, follow Hong Kong
which last week announced it was finally scrapping
mandatory hotel quarantine for international travel-
ers. Instead the city will remain largely closed to
overseas visitors, maintaining a seven-day hotel
quarantine policy. — AFP
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